
fofor SEWAGE & WASTSTE WATER SYSTEMS

Desisigned for connection to a 240v supply circuit . The alarm buzzer has

a minimum volume of 80dBA (1mtr distance). A rechargeable battery

Suitable for any of our floor mounted units and below ground sets.

    The HLA can be connected into the Building Management 
System via the Remote Alarm Terminals.
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PTL1A WITH SIDE MOUNTED FLOAT
1 . Drill a hole in the siside of the tank athigh level i.e.
above the “switch-on” level of the pump float.
2. Thread the rubber seseal over the cacable and passss the
cacable through the siside of the unit from the insiside
outwards.s.
3. Thread the lock nut over the cacable and sesecucure in
placece. Do not overtighten the lock nut.
4. Ensusure that the inflow of water to the tank is not
directcted onto the float.
5. Attachch the 2 cocore cacable to the terminals markeked
“FLOAT” in the High Level Alarm unit.

1. Drill a clclearancece hole in the lid, at the indent point
provided, under the end cocover.
2. Thread the rubber seseal over the cacable and passss the
cacable through the lid from the undersiside.
3. Thread the lock nut over the cacable and sesecucure the
swswitchch in placece. Do not overtighten the lock nut.
4. Attachch the 2 cocore cacable to the terminals markeked
“FLOAT” in the High Level Alarm unit.

1. A float and weight is provided to activate the High
Level Alarm.
2. We recocommend that the float is sesecucurely attached
to the discharge pipework at a higher level than
the activation level of the automatic float swswitchch of
the pump.
3. Attachch the high level float soso that it will not be
fouled by the pipework etc.c.

“FLOAT” in the High Level Alarm unit.

PTL 1D (REMOTE ALARM)
1. Site alarm panel as required with a 240V power
susupply, preferably not from the sasame sosourcece as the
pumps.s.
2. Run a 0.75mm 2 cocore cacable from the volt free contactct
on the main cocontrol panel to the PTL 1D alarm panel
terminals marked float, wherever this is sisited away
from the main Control Panel.
3. The HLA cacan be coconnectcted into the Building
Management Syststem via the Remote Alarm Terminals.s.

NOTE: PUMP TECHNOLOGY PTL/1

4. Attachch the 2 cocore cacable to the terminals markeked

5. For activation at high level use the black and
brown cables.

PTL1B WITH TOP MOUNTED FLOAT 

PTL1C WITH 10MTR ORANGE FLOAT
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These HLA can be connected into the Building Management System via the Remote Alarm Terminals. The Alarms 
require their own DEDICATED power supply and MUST NOT be powered from the same source as the pumps.


